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The use of robotic-assisted rehabilitation has increased significantly. Compared with traditional
care, robotic rehabilitation has several potential advantages. Platform-based robotic rehabilitation
can help patients recover from musculoskeletal and neurological conditions. Evidence on how
platform-based robotic technologies can positively impact on disability recovery is still lacking,
and it is unclear which intervention is most effective in individual cases. The Virtual Reality (VR)-
based Rutgers Ankle and the Hunova were found to be the effective robots for the rehabilitation of
patients with neurological conditions (stroke, spinal cord injury, Parkinson’s disease) and various
musculoskeletal ankle injuries. 
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1. Introduction
In the last several years, the use of robotic-assisted rehabilitation has increased significantly .
Compared with traditional care, robotic rehabilitation can be better performed at high intensity
and frequency, and can continuously monitor exercise performance so that the level of treatment
can be better adapted to the patientâs needs , and can generate more appropriate movements
and forces during training .

Two major types of robotic rehabilitation devices are available. The first one consists of wearable
devices: robotic orthoses  and exoskeletons  for correcting the gait pattern of patients and
improving ankle performance during walking. The second one includes platform-based devices
that are designed solely to improve ankle performance . These technologies have a fixed
platform and a movable footplate that can be used with a single degree of freedom (DOF)  or
multiple degrees of freedom (DOFs) . Platform-based robotic rehabilitation allows for
complex and specialized spatial movements . Their architectures provide the device
with high stiffness, balanced force distribution, and improved adaptability to the mechanical
properties of human ankle joints . The utilization of platform-based robotic rehabilitation can
help the patients recovering from neurological conditions (e.g., stroke, brain injury, spinal cord
injury, and cerebral palsy) and musculoskeletal disorders (e.g., post-traumatic lower-limb
disorders).

2. Effectiveness of Platform-Based Robot-Assisted
Rehabilitation for Musculoskeletal or Neurologic Injuries

It is showed that patients with neurological impairments and musculoskeletal injuries can be
effectively treated with platform-based robotic rehabilitation devices after their health status is
stabilized. With the higher repetitions that robotic devices provide, patients can exercise more,
which stimulates neural plasticity in neurological patients in the early stages of their recovery.
Once patients can walk better, they can transition to conventional walking to further practice
walking on different terrain, improve balance, and correct abnormal gait patterns.
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Therefore, platform-based robotic training should be routinely adopted in rehab clinics next to
traditional physical therapy. In fact, physiotherapists can use robotic equipment as a multiplier to
train more patients. Instead of traditional one-to-one practice, therapists can use robotic devices
to treat more patients at the same time. This frees up valuable time for therapists to either train
severe patients individually or practice more function-based tasks that require the integration of
multiple motor skills. By spending their time on this higher value training activities and letting the
robotic devices take over the âheavyâ routine tasks, therapists can provide an appropriate level of
personalized treatment to their patients and increase their efficiency.

Herein found that the Virtual Reality(VR)-based Rutgers ankle and Hunova seemed to be the most
effective robots for rehabilitation. Ankle rehabilitation using a VR-based Rutgers ankle robot has
been shown to be effective in rehabilitating patients after stroke and various musculoskeletal
ankle injuries . It is also found that rehabilitation treatment with Hunova is an
innovative therapeutic option that can be combined with traditional rehabilitation in patients with
Parkinsonâs disease , a promising tool for the rehabilitation of stroke patients . For
spinal cord injuries (SCI), it can be a useful rehabilitation tool for assessment and training

. In addition, rehabilitation with the Hunova allows measurement of important
parameters of static and dynamic stability and can focus on a complex sequence of exercises to
restore trunk control and reactive balance after traumatic injury. In the elderly population, the
Hunova has the potential to effectively predict fall risk . In patients after traumatic injuries, the
Hunova can effectively restore trunk control and reactive balance .

Researchers have studied platform-based robotic rehabilitation in different phases (acute phase,
subacute phase, and chronic phase) and at different time points in patients after injuries. Saglia et
al. , have summarized the rehabilitation protocol for ankle injuries. In the early phase of ankle
therapy, the patient can hardly move his foot. Therefore, passive exercises are usually required,
during which the movement parameters such as speed, amplitude, and number of repetitions can
be determined by the physical therapist. Active exercises can then help the patient regain ROM to
move the ankle fully again. Strength training includes both isometric and isotonic exercises. In the
final phase of rehabilitation, the patient must perform proprioceptive training (e.g., balance
exercises) . Therefore, it is believed that an early-stage intervention leads to a faster recovery
of the patient than a late-stage intervention. The reason for this is that patients need to do
passive exercises in the initial phase. After that, patients need to do active exercises to regain
ROM and proprioceptive training (like balance exercises). In contrast, late-stage patients need
more exercise sessions to rehabilitate and recover. However, it would be interesting to investigate
this in the future through further studies with larger samples.

Bessler et al. reported about 17 adverse events, including tissue-related, musculoskeletal, and
physiological adverse events (adverse blood pressure changes) with the use of stationary gait
robots (exoskeletons and end-effector) . However, for the platform-based robotic devices,
herein found insufficient literature on adverse events related to long-term use and training. It is
not sure and cannot predict what type of adverse events will occur in patients trained with
platform-based robots. Future research may provide clues about the adverse effects. This inability
to predict adverse events exists because research in the field of robotic rehabilitation is still in its
beginning stage.

Robotic rehabilitation was positively evaluated by physiotherapists and occupational therapists.
They reported that patients like to use robotic devices for rehabilitation and that they increase
accessibility, autonomy, and comfort, and reduce costs . Therefore, it is
believed that physiotherapists will have no problems in using the platform-based robotic devices.
However, training is required and the amount of training that physiotherapists need depends on
how quickly they grasp and understand the functions of the robotic devices. Indeed, the platform-
based robots are user-friendly and widely accepted by physiotherapists .
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3. Conclusions
It is showed that rehabilitation by using platform-based robots had some encouraging results. The
use of robotic rehabilitation allows efficient planning of the rehabilitation process in terms of the
duration of sessions, required tools, and availability of a therapist. Therefore, compared to
traditional rehabilitation that require combined and intensive efforts of therapists and patients,
robotic-assisted rehabilitation should reduce costs because of a shorter hospital stay and greater
autonomy at discharge. This highlights the importance of novel rehabilitation techniques that
allow therapists to deliver effective treatment interventions while reducing the burden on staff and
resources, and related costs. Robotic technology has the potential to transform rehabilitation
clinics from labor-intensive to technology-enabled workflows, providing a rich stream of data to
help diagnose patients, adjust therapy, and maintain patient records (in a clinic and at home).

It is believed that further studies able to provide results with a higher level of evidence are needed
to confirm the effectiveness of platform-based robotic rehabilitation devices. This should primarily
include the execution of large sample-size RCTs. These studies should be based on rigorous
comparison among the available devices (interventions) and usual care (that is, non-robotic
conventional therapies (control)), and should necessarily adopt standardized outcomes to better
compare the different models of platform-based rehabilitation robots and to effectively generalize
the eventual findings. Therefore, new outcome research is also needed to define universally
accepted evaluation criteria able to standardize the devicesâ outcomes evaluation. To this end, the
group also thinks that wider outcomes should be evaluated, including assessment of comfort,
safety, and training performance for the end user.

Despite most studiesâ claims that platform-based robots would increase rehabilitation intensity,
they allow complex and specialized spatial movements, and the architectures give the robotic
device high stiffness, balanced force distribution, and better adaptability to the mechanical
properties of human ankles. This robotic technology can be effectively used by the
physiotherapists in the rehabilitation units.

Moreover, in the era of big data and artificial intelligence (AI), computer models can be developed
to understand recovery mechanisms, predict the use of different motor control strategies, and
ultimately tailor treatment to the patient. It is a need to emphasize that platform-based robotic
rehabilitation can only be effective if it would be considered an added value by the patient.
Indeed, it is important to consider the perspective of the end user when developing a particular
platform-based robotic device to support a specific dysfunction. Such a synergistic effort will
certainly lead to effective treatment.

In addition, future research should also focus on the structured and complete recording and
dissemination of adverse events related to platform-based robotic rehabilitation to increase
knowledge about risks. With this information, appropriate risk mitigation strategies can and should
be developed and implemented in platform-based robotic devices to enhance their safety.

Finally, among the platform-based robots studied, the Hunova robot by Movendo technology is
commercialized and already available on the market (https://www.movendo.technology/en/)
(accessed on 1 August 2021). Therefore, it is assumed that it has undergone several safety
validations before its market launch. In some studies that investigated the Hunova robot, end
users also gave positive feedback on training performance and reported that they felt comfortable
using the robot for rehabilitation.

https://www.movendo.technology/en/
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